Hi Amber,
Yes, you have my permission to use or reference the photo you have mentioned below for the purpose you have stated. It's a popular photo, being also used in a Mexican elementary school mathematics text.
Best wishes,
Benjamin Madison

On Tue, 12 Jan 2010 20:32:17 -0500, awirth@vt.edu said:
> Benjamin,
> > I am a masters architecture student at Virginia Tech seeking permission
> > to
> > reference your Hopscotch image, posted on May 1st 2008, in my thesis. My
> > thesis explores how the built environment affects public health, and I am
> > inspired by childhood obesity as a social and cultural issue. I explored
> > various children's play activities for inspiration and I used hopscotch,
> > the
> > simple child's game, as a concept for structure. I have designed an
> > elementary
> > school that attempts to bring awareness to the issues surrounding
> > childhood
> > obesity, provides an environment that promotes activity, is a living
> > laboratory
> > for environmental stewardship, and fosters a strong sense of community.
> > Please
> > respond if I have your permission, it would be greatly appreciated.
> > Thank you.
> > > Amber Wirth
certainly. That's fine.

Dwight

-----Original Message-----
From: awirth@vt.edu [mailto:awirth@vt.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, February 03, 2010 3:29 AM
To: Dwight Long

Subject: image permission request

Dwight,

I am a masters architecture student at Virginia Tech seeking permission to reference the following image of the Lick-Wilmerding High School from the Tipping Mar website <http://www.tippingmar.com/uploads/slides/lick_photo61224606022.jpg>, in my thesis. My thesis explores how the built environment affects public health, and I am inspired by childhood obesity as a social and cultural issue. I have designed an elementary school that attempts to bring awareness to the issues surrounding childhood obesity, provides an environment that promotes activity, is a living laboratory for environmental stewardship, and fosters a strong sense of community. Please respond if I have your permission, it would be greatly appreciated.

Thank you.

Amber Wirth
Dear Amber

Thank you for your email. You are welcome to use the image in your thesis, but if your thesis is published please contact me again.

Best wishes,
Katherine

Katherine Heaton
Creative services advisor
Tel: 020 7070 6768
Fax: 020 7070 6777

CABE
The government’s advisor on architecture, urban design and public space
Commission for Architecture and the Built Environment
1 Kemble Street
London
WC2B 4AN
www.cabe.org.uk

-----Original Message-----
From: awirth@vt.edu [mailto:awirth@vt.edu]
Sent: 02 February 2010 02:32
To: enquiries
Subject: image permission request

To whom it may concern,

I am a masters architecture student at Virginia Tech seeking permission to reference the image
<http://www.betterpublicbuilding.org.uk/assets/images/finalists_2005/mossbourne/mossbourne_large_5.jpg>, in my thesis. My thesis explores how the built environment affects public health, and I am inspired by childhood obesity as a social and cultural issue. I have designed an elementary school that attempts to bring awareness to the issues surrounding childhood obesity, provides an environment that promotes activity, is a living laboratory for environmental stewardship, and fosters a strong sense of community. Please respond if I have your permission, it would be greatly appreciated. Thank you.

Amber Wirth

This email has been scanned for viruses by www.epagency.net If you consider this email to be spam, please forward it to spam@epagency.net

This email has been scanned for viruses on behalf of CABE
Hi Amber,

This is fine, we're happy for you to use it. The same conditions apply as before - if your thesis is published, do get in touch again.

With best wishes,

Sophie

-----Original Message-----
From: awirth@vt.edu
Sent: 04 February 2010 01:39
To: Sophie Scott
Subject: Fwd: RE: image permission request

Sophie,

I was communicating with Katherine about an image permission request below, but I got her out of office message. I am also requesting to reference the following image in my thesis:


Please let me know if I may also have permission to reference this image. Thank you.

Amber Wirth

----- Forwarded message from Katherine Heaton <Kheaton@cabe.org.uk> -----
Date: Tue, 02 Feb 2010 16:04:09 +0000
From: Katherine Heaton <Kheaton@cabe.org.uk>
Reply-To: Katherine Heaton <Kheaton@cabe.org.uk>
Subject: RE: image permission request
To: "awirth@vt.edu" <awirth@vt.edu>

Dear Amber
Thank you for your email.
You are welcome to use the image in your thesis, but if your thesis is published please contact me again.
Best wishes,
Katherine

Katherine Heaton
Creative services advisor
Tel: 020 7070 6768
Fax: 020 7070 6777
-----Original Message-----
From: awirth@vt.edu [mailto:awirth@vt.edu]
Sent: 02 February 2010 02:32
To: enquiries
Subject: image permission request

To whom it may concern,

I am a masters architecture student at Virginia Tech seeking permission to reference the image <http://www.betterpublicbuilding.org.uk/assets/images/finalists_2005/mossbourne/mossbourne_large_5.jpg>, in my thesis. My thesis explores how the built environment affects public health, and I am inspired by childhood obesity as a social and cultural issue. I have designed an elementary school that attempts to bring awareness to the issues surrounding childhood obesity, provides an environment that promotes activity, is a living laboratory for environmental stewardship, and fosters a strong sense of community. Please respond if I have your permission, it would be greatly appreciated. Thank you.

Amber Wirth

This email has been scanned for viruses by www.epagency.net If you consider this email to be spam, please forward it to spam@epagency.net

This email has been scanned for viruses on behalf of CABE
For more information please visit http://www.epagency.net
----- End forwarded message -----
Hello Amber,

Please feel free to use the images mentioned below in your thesis. Please use the following line underneath each image you decide to use: From SEE magazine, copyright Herman Miller, Inc. Used by permission.

Good luck with your degree.

Clark Malcolm, editor, SEE magazine

awirth@vt.edu
02/03/2010 07:29 PM

To
Answers <answers@hermanmiller.com>, Clark Malcolm <Clark_Malcolm@hermanmiller.com>
cc

Subject
Re: Contact Us Form: Other (image permission request)

I am a masters architecture student at Virginia Tech seeking permission to reference the following images in my thesis:

<Places with Pull. See: The Potential of Place Spring 2009. p120>

My thesis explores how the built environment affects public health, and I am inspired by childhood obesity as a social and cultural issue. I have designed an elementary school that attempts to bring awareness to the issues surrounding childhood obesity, provides an environment that
promotes activity, is a living laboratory for environmental stewardship, and fosters a strong sense of community. The two requested images represent inspiration for concepts of metamorphosis and hopscotch throughout the design. Please respond if I have your permission, it would be greatly appreciated.

Thank you for your consideration.

Amber Wirth

Quoting Answers <answers@hermanmiller.com>:

> Clark,
> 
> As you are the editor, this is your call. Please advise.
> 
> 
> awirth@vt.edu
> 02/03/2010 12:24 PM
> 
> To
> Answers <answers@hermanmiller.com>
> cc
> Clark Malcolm <Clark_Malcolm@hermanmiller.com>
> Subject
> Re: Contact Us Form: Other
> 
> I would like to use a scan of the image and give credit with permission of 2 images. I can give you issue and page number this evening. Thank you for responding.
> 
> Amber Wirth
> 
> Quoting Answers <answers@hermanmiller.com>:
> > Hi Amber,
> >
> > Could you please clarify what you mean by referencing the images? Will it be a reference only or are you wanting to use copies of the images?
> >
> >
> > Amber Wirth <awirth@vt.edu>
> > 02/02/2010 10:58 PM
> > Please respond to
> > Amber Wirth <awirth@vt.edu>
> >
To answers@hermanmiller.com
cc
Subject
Contact Us Form: Other

From: Amber Wirth
Email: awirth@vt.edu
Company: USA
Zip Code: 22307
Comments: I am seeking permission to reference images from the "SEE" magazine in my master's thesis. Please let me know how I can go about doing this. Thank you.

Amber Wirth
Hello Amber,

Please feel free to use the images mentioned below in your thesis. Please use the following line underneath each image you decide to use: From SEE magazine, copyright Herman Miller, Inc. Used by permission.

Good luck with your degree.

Clark Malcolm, editor, SEE magazine

I am a masters architecture student at Virginia Tech seeking permission to reference the following images in my thesis:

<Places with Pull. See: The Potential of Place Spring 2009. p120>

My thesis explores how the built environment affects public health, and I am inspired by childhood obesity as a social and cultural issue. I have designed an elementary school that attempts to bring awareness to the issues surrounding childhood obesity, provides an environment that
promotes activity, is a living laboratory for environmental stewardship, and fosters a strong sense of community. The two requested images represent inspiration for concepts of metamorphosis and hopscotch throughout the design. Please respond if I have your permission, it would be greatly appreciated.

Thank you for your consideration.

Amber Wirth

Quoting Answers <answers@hermanmiller.com>:

> Clark,
> As you are the editor, this is your call. Please advise.
> To
> Answers <answers@hermanmiller.com>
> cc
> Clark Malcolm <Clark_Malcolm@hermanmiller.com>
> Subject
> Re: Contact Us Form: Other

> I would like to use a scan of the image and give credit with permission of 2 images. I can give you issue and page number this evening. Thank you for responding.
> Amber Wirth
> Quoting Answers <answers@hermanmiller.com>:
> Hi Amber,

> Could you please clarify what you mean by referencing the images? Will it be a reference only or are you wanting to use copies of the images?

> Amber Wirth <awirth@vt.edu>
> 02/02/2010 10:58 PM
> Please respond to
> Amber Wirth <awirth@vt.edu>
> >
To answers@hermanmiller.com
cc
Subject Contact Us Form: Other

From: Amber Wirth
Email: awirth@vt.edu
Company:
Country: USA
Zip Code: 22307

Comments: I am seeking permission to reference images from the "SEE" magazine in my master's thesis. Please let me know how I can go about doing this. Thank you.

Amber Wirth
Dear Amber,

You are welcome to use the image as long as you credit the architecture firm, location, and DesignShare copyright 2009.

When you finish the research, I would love to see a 3 or 4 page abstract of the work to potentially publish in our article databank!

Regards,
Clare Friedrich

On Wed, Jan 13, 2010 at 7:34 PM, <awirth@vt.edu> wrote:

> To whom it may concern,
> 
> I am a masters architecture student at Virginia Tech seeking permission to reference your Calhoun School Gymnasium image, posted on
> <http://www.designshare.com/index.php/projects/the-calhoun-school-xfowle/images@4506>
> 
> in my thesis. My thesis explores how the built environment affects public health, and I am inspired by childhood obesity as a social and cultural issue.
> I explored various sustainable schools as case studies for inspiration. I have designed an elementary school that attempts to bring awareness to the issues surrounding childhood obesity, provides an environment that promotes activity, is a living laboratory for environmental stewardship, and fosters a strong sense of community.
> Please respond if I have your permission, it would be greatly appreciated. Thank you,
> Amber Wirth
Email: clare@fieldingnair.com  l  Tel: (414) 861-2989  l  Skype: clarefriedrich
Fielding Nair International
Architects & Change Agents for Creative Learning Communities
Websites: fieldingnair.com  l  designshare.com  l  goodschooldesign.com
Dear Amber,

Please accept this e-mail as a permission to use my photo for your thesis as requested in your e-mail dated Jan. 13, 2010. Please make sure to give photo credit. www.rafahtoday.org

Mohammed Omer

Good luck with your thesis!

Best wishes, Mohammed

"The world is not dangerous because of those who do harm but because of those who look at it without doing anything." Albert Einstein www.rafahtoday.org

--- On Wed, 1/13/10, awirth@vt.edu <awirth@vt.edu> wrote:

From: awirth@vt.edu <awirth@vt.edu>

To: Rafahtoday@yahoo.com, GAZANEWS@yahoo.com

Subject: image permission request

Date: Wednesday, January 13, 2010, 5:39 PM

Mohammed,

I am a masters architecture student at Virginia Tech seeking permission to reference your Palestinian kids image, posted on <http://www.rafahtoday.org/newsphotos/07/july/Palestinian%20kids.jpg>, in my thesis. My thesis explores how the built environment affects public health, and I am inspired by childhood obesity as a social and cultural issue. I have designed an elementary school that attempts to bring awareness to the issues surrounding childhood obesity, provides an environment that promotes activity, is a living laboratory for environmental stewardship, and fosters a strong sense of community. Please respond if I have your permission, it would be greatly appreciated. Thank you.

Amber Wirth
Dear Amber

Your work sounds fantastic and inspirational!

You certainly have my full support for this work and I have no hesitation whatsoever in granting you permission to use this image in your thesis.

I would like to wish you the very best of luck in your future career. I very much hope that you will make a great positive contribution to the way we shape our built environment going forward in order to promote activity and health for the masses.

With best wishes

Andrew

Dr Andrew Brewster
Director
Cut the Waist

mobile: +44 (0)7941 692744
work. +44 (0)1189 471455

www.cutthewaist.com

On 3 Feb 2010, at 03:21, awirth@vt.edu (Amber Wirth) wrote:

> Below is the result of your feedback form. It was submitted by
> Amber Wirth (awirth@vt.edu) on Wednesday, February 03, 2010 at
> 03:21:44
> ---
> ---
> ------------------------------------------
> enquiry: To whom it may concern,
> ---
> ---
> ------------------------------------------
> >
> > I am a masters architecture student at Virginia Tech seeking
> permission to
> reference the image
> <http://www.cutthewaist.com/images/importance/bmi/bmi_bodyfat.jpg>,
> in my thesis. My thesis explores how the built environment affects
> public
> health, and I am inspired by childhood obesity as a social and
> cultural
I have designed an elementary school that attempts to bring awareness to the issues surrounding childhood obesity, provides an environment that promotes activity, is a living laboratory for environmental stewardship, and fosters a strong sense of community. Please respond if I have your permission, it would be greatly appreciated.

Thank you.

Amber Wirth

Send: Send
Hi Amber,

Thanks for your enquiry - providing that the use you have in mind is not for profit and that you are able to use the image from Flickr for your purposes then you may use the image in the manner requested.

Should you wish to reproduce the image in any other manner or if you require a 300dpi high res version of the photo you would need to visit www.fairfaxphotos.com/business/ and license the image from there. Fees will apply for the provision of high res images and permission to reproduce them in any other manner than in your thesis.

--
Lucas Carter
Corporate Photo Sales Account Manager
The Age / Fairfax Photos
--

655 Collins Street, Docklands VIC 3008
T 03 8667 2301 | F 03 8667 2928

-----Original Message-----
From: awirth@vt.edu [mailto:awirth@vt.edu]
Sent: Thursday, 4 February 2010 1:12 PM
To: Fairfax Photos
Subject: image permission request

To whom it may concern,

I am a masters architecture student at Virginia Tech seeking permission to reference your Obesity Illustration found on this link. <http://www.flickr.com/photos/combinedmedia/3067501298> in my thesis. My thesis explores how the built environment affects public health. I am inspired by childhood obesity as a social and cultural issue and how it relates to lack of activity and accessibility available in the city vs suburbs. I have designed an elementary school that attempts to bring awareness to the issues surrounding childhood obesity, and to provide an environment that promotes activity, and is a living laboratory for environmental stewardship and fosters a strong sense of community. This image symbolizes to me the acceptance of obesity as normal, while raising questions relating to architecture. Please respond if I have your permission, it would be greatly appreciated. Thank you.

Amber Wirth

The information contained in this e-mail message and any accompanying files is or may be confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, any use, dissemination, reliance, forwarding, printing or copying of this e-mail or any attached files is unauthorised. This e-mail is subject to copyright. No part of it should be reproduced, adapted or communicated without the written consent of the copyright owner. If you have received this e-mail in error please advise the sender immediately by return e-mail or telephone and delete all copies. Fairfax does not guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any information contained in this e-mail or attached files.
Hi Amber,

Thank you for your interest in The Washington Post copyright material. Please be advised you do not need to obtain the proper permission and licensing for this content if you are using it solely for your thesis. You are allowed up to two copies (one for yourself and one to be handed in). If you will be making copies to be distributed to a class or your thesis will be published you will need to contact us for licensing.

Best,

Lorna Henry
PARS International Corp.
253 35th Street, 7th Floor
New York, NY 10001
phone: 212.221.9595 ext. 130
fax: 212.221.1468
e-mail: lorna.henry@parsintl.com

-----Original Message-----
From: awirth@vt.edu [mailto:awirth@vt.edu]
Sent: Wednesday, February 03, 2010 3:01 PM
To: lorna.henry@parsintl.com
Subject: image permission request

Lorna,

Pamela Tobey at The Washington Post referred me to you. I am a masters architecture student at Virginia Tech seeking permission to reference the following images from the A Five-Part Washington Post Series, Obesity Threatens a Generation, in my thesis.

<http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/graphic/2008/05/17/GR200805170257.html>
<http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/graphic/2008/05/16/GR200805162876.html>
<http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/graphic/2008/05/20/GR200805200180.html>
<http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/graphic/2008/05/20/GR200805200176.html>

My thesis explores how the built environment affects public health, and I am inspired by childhood obesity as a social and cultural issue. I have designed an elementary school that attempts to bring awareness to the issues surrounding childhood obesity, provides an environment that promotes
activity, is a living laboratory for environmental stewardship, and fosters a strong sense of community. Please respond if I have your permission.
Thank you.
-Amber Wirth